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Tunability and Noise Dependence
in Differentiation Dynamics
Gürol M. Süel,1 Rajan P. Kulkarni,2 Jonathan Dworkin,3
Jordi Garcia-Ojalvo,4 Michael B. Elowitz2*
The dynamic process of differentiation depends on the architecture, quantitative parameters, and
noise of underlying genetic circuits. However, it remains unclear how these elements combine to
control cellular behavior. We analyzed the probabilistic and transient differentiation of Bacillus
subtilis cells into the state of competence. A few key parameters independently tuned the
frequency of initiation and the duration of competence episodes and allowed the circuit to access
different dynamic regimes, including oscillation. Altering circuit architecture showed that the
duration of competence events can be made more precise. We used an experimental method to
reduce global cellular noise and showed that noise levels are correlated with frequency of
differentiation events. Together, the data reveal a noise-dependent circuit that is remarkably
resilient and tunable in terms of its dynamic behavior.
hree aspects of genetic circuits control
dynamic cellular behaviors: the circuit
architecture or pattern of regulatory interactions among genetic elements; quantitative parameter values, such as promoter strengths; and
stochastic fluctuations, or “noise,” associated
with the concentration of cellular components.
A fundamental biological question is how these
three aspects of genetic circuits combine to
determine cellular behavior, its variability, and
its potential to evolve (1).
Competence in B. subtilis is a stress response
that allows cells to take up DNA from the environment (2, 3). Differentiation into competence is
transient (Fig. 1A) (4). The genetic basis for this
behavior is a circuit involving comK and comS
(Fig. 1B). The transcription factor ComK is necessary and sufficient for differentiation into competence (5, 6). ComK positively autoregulates its

T

own expression but is degraded by the ClpPClpC-MecA protease complex (Fig. 1B) (7–9).
ComS competitively inhibits this degradation and
is repressed in competent cells, forming a negative
feedback loop (4, 10, 11). The circuit operates as
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an excitable system in which a relatively small
perturbation induces a larger and stereotyped response, as occurs with action potentials in neurons, for example (4, 12). Competence events occur
only in a fraction of cells and may be driven by
noise in underlying circuit components (4, 7, 8, 13).
Two key characteristics of competence are its
probability of initiation, Pinit, and the mean duration of transient competence events, tcomp (Fig.
1A). Pinit denotes the chance per cell division that
an individual cell will become competent. Competence events can be quantified by automated timelapse fluorescence microscopy using fluorescent
reporter genes under the control of the ComKspecific comG promoter and the comS promoter
(denoted PcomG and PcomS, respectively) (4).
Two parameters that are expected to affect the
behavior of the circuit are the basal expression
rates of comK and comS, denoted by aK and aS,
respectively (Fig. 1B and Eq. S1). To manipulate
these parameters, we chromosomally integrated
an additional copy of either comS or comK under
the control of an inducible promoter, denoted
Phyp, generating the Hyper-aS and Hyper-aK
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Fig. 1. Competence is a probabilistic and transient differentiation process regulated by a genetic
circuit. (A) The rate of entering the competent state from the vegetative state is denoted by Pinit. The
amount of time spent in the competent state is denoted by tcomp. The ComK transcription factor
concentration is high (pink region) when cells are competent and low (green region) when they are
growing vegetatively. (B) Map of the core competence circuitry. Key features include positive
transcriptional autoregulation of comK and a negative feedback loop in which ComK inhibits
(possibly indirectly) expression of ComS, which in turn interferes with degradation of ComK. The
graphs below the PcomK and PcomS promoters define parameters used in the text: Expression rates
change from aK to bK and bS to aS respectively, as ComK concentration increases during competence.
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strains, respectively [see Supporting Online Material (SOM) text]. To systematically scan a range
of values for aK and aS, we made time-lapse
fluorescence movies of these strains on media
containing different concentrations of the inducer
isopropyl-b-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG)
(Fig. 2, A and B).
We investigated how aK and aS combine to
regulate Pinit. Without IPTG, Pinit was ~3% in the
Hyper-aK strain, unchanged from its wild-type value. Pinit increased rapidly with basal comK expression (Fig. 2C). Increased expression of comK
in the Hyper-aK strain also showed a transition to
an oscillatory regime, in which cells repeatedly
went in and out of the competent state (Fig. 2A).
At aK ~20 times its wild-type value, aKwt, all
cells entered competence (Fig. 2, A and C).
ComS, like ComK, is necessary for competence.
However, expression of Phyp-comS had a modest
effect on initiation, increasing Pinit to ~20% (Fig.
2C). Thus, Pinit was predominantly regulated by
aK rather than aS.

We next considered the effects of the same
perturbations on tcomp. Increasing aK up to ~4.5 ×
aKwt caused no increase in tcomp (Fig. 2D). On the
other hand, in the Hyper-aS strain, tcomp increased
with increasing expression of Phyp-comS (Fig.
2D). Thus, tcomp was predominantly regulated by
aS rather than aK. Together, these results show
that Pinit and tcomp can be tuned independently by
aK and aS, respectively (Fig. 2E).
To better understand the effect of comS
expression on tcomp, we constructed a “6×S”
strain in which PcomS-comS was expressed from a
low–copy number plasmid, effectively increasing
the activated production rate, bS, by a factor of 6
over its wild-type value, bSwt. Unlike Phyp-comS,
this construct retains the regulation found in the
wild-type PcomS promoter, including its negligible
basal expression rate, aSwt. Despite this increase
in bS, excitable behavior was maintained, as 53 ±
5% (n = 79/151) of competent cells successfully
exited the competent state, compared with 61% ±
7% (n = 83/136) of wild-type cells. By contrast,

increasing aS to ~3 × bSwt in the Hyper-aS strain
prevented the majority of competent cells from
exiting [21.3 ± 5% (n = 26/122) of competent
cells exited (table S4)]. The repressibility of the
natural PcomS promoter is thus critical for maintaining excitability (4). These results show that
excitability can be reliably maintained over a
broad range of bS values.
To better understand independent tuning
of Pinit and tcomp, as well as reliable maintenance of excitability, we developed a model
of the core interactions in the competence
regulation circuitry (Fig. 1B and SOM text). We
used stochastic simulations to account for intrinsic noise of biochemical reactions (14). We
also analyzed the corresponding continuous model to determine parameter dependence and to
identify a biologically reasonable parameter
regime in which the discrete model produced
results consistent with experiments. We required
the continuous model to remain in the excitable
regime as the bS value was varied by a factor of 6

Fig. 2. aK and aS qualitatively change the
dynamics of the competence circuit and independently tune the
probability of initiation
(Pinit) and mean duration
(tcomp) of competence
events. (A and B) Filmstrips and PcomG -cfp time
traces (for individual cells)
of competence events
obtained in Hyper-aK
(Phypk-comK) and HyperaS (Phyp-comS) strains at
the IPTG concentrations
and times (hours) indicated. PcomG-cfp and
PcomS-yfp activities are
depicted in red and green,
respectively. Sporulating cells are seen in
white. Cells that did not
sporulate were prone to
lysis toward the end of
movie acquisition. (C to
E) Quantification of results
obtained from Hyper-aK
and Hyper-aS strains at
various IPTG concentrations are depicted in
red and green, respectively. (C) Response of
Pinit to changes in aK or
aS (mean ± SD). (D)
Response of tcomp to aS
and aK (mean ± SD). (E)
Independent control of
Pinit and tcomp by aK and
aS circuit parameters.
Shown in light red and
light green are discrete
stochastic simulations of the model for parameter variations comparable to those analyzed experimentally. (Inset) Schematic depicting the effects of aK and aS on
competence dynamics.
www.sciencemag.org
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model (Fig. 3B, insets), this result can be explained as follows: Exit from competence occurs
when the absolute number of ComS molecules is

very low and the relative size of stochastic fluctuations therefore increases. These effects increase
the variability in tcomp. In the CompRok strain,

Fig. 3. Architectural change to the
MeKS circuit reduces variability of
competence durations (tcomp). (A)
Competence circuit was rewired to
introduce an additional transcriptional negative feedback loop onto
comK, generating the CompRok
strain. (B) Fluorescence time traces,
normalized by their maximum value, from PcomG-cfp in the CompRok
strain or the wild type. Traces have
been aligned with respect to time of
initiation of PcomG expression. For
each panel, corresponding discrete
stochastic simulations of CompRok
and wild-type competence circuits
are shown as insets.
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and we required its stochastic counterpart to
generate the observed independent tunability of
Pinit and tcomp. We identified a parameter set that
accounts for both maintenance of excitability at
high bS and independent tunability by aS and aK.
Analysis of the model is described in detail in the
SOM text (15).
Within the model, increasing aK increased the
probability that vegetative cells reach the minimum concentration of ComK necessary to initiate competence, explaining the strong effect of
aK on Pinit (Fig. S5). Increasing aS, on the other
hand, did not raise Pinit arbitrarily high because
initiation of competence is limited by fluctuations
in ComK expression (Fig. 2E and fig. S6).
In the model, we also analyzed tcomp. Exit
from competence requires ComS to be degraded.
When the basal production rate of ComK is less
than its activated production rate (aK < bK),
ComS degradation, and thus tcomp, is unaffected.
On the other hand, as aS is increased from zero,
production of ComS offsets its degradation,
prolonging competence duration.
Consistent with experimental results, in the
model increasing aK switches the system from
excitable to oscillatory dynamics, further distinguishing aK from aS (fig. S3). Increasing aS takes
the system directly from excitability to a bistable
regime in which Pinit < 1, but, once initiated, most
cells remain trapped in the competent state. This
behavior was also observed in experiments where
no oscillatory behavior was seen at intermediate
aS values (Fig. 2B).
As in the experiments, cells in the model can
become stuck in competence. When the basal
production rate of ComK exceeds its activated
production rate (aK > bK), ComK levels cannot
be reduced in competence, and cells become
trapped in the competent state. A similar effect
occurs at high aS values, because a new stable
state arises at competence-maintaining concentrations of ComK (Fig. S7). However, in this
case, exit of competence remained possible as a
result of noise, which destabilizes the newly
formed competent state (see Section S1.4 of
SOM text). This is consistent with experimental
observations showing that, even at the highest
induction levels in the Hyper-aS strain, ~20%
of cells successfully exited competence.
To explore the effects of perturbing the circuit
architecture, we reengineered the competence
circuit using Rok, a protein that binds to PcomK
and represses its expression (16). We inserted a
copy of rok under the control of PcomG, creating
an additional negative feedback loop onto comK
(Fig. 3A). In this “CompRok” strain, as expected,
Pinit remained unchanged from its wild-type
values (~3%). The mean value of tcomp, on the
other hand, was reduced, as was its cell-cell
variability. In CompRok, tcomp = 13.9 ± 3.4 hours
(mean ± SD, n = 30), compared with tcomp =
20.2 ± 9.9 hours (mean ± SD, n = 31) in wild
type (Fig. 3B). This reduction in cell-cell variability showed that the precision of tcomp can
be improved over its wild-type value. In the

Fig. 4. Noise in gene expression and probability of competence initiation (Pinit) decreases with increasing
cell length. (A) Cell-cell variation in gene expression (shades of gray) is expected to decrease in elongated
conditional ftsW mutant cells compared with wild-type cells. (B) Noise decreases with increasing cell length:
Dots represent Phyp-yfp expression (normalized by mean) and length of individual conditional ftsW mutant
(Fili-H) cells induced with 5 mM IPTG. (Inset) Coefficient of variation (CV) of Phyp-yfp expression as a function
of cell length (black) compared with discrete stochastic model prediction (gray). (C) Overlay of phase contrast
and PcomG-cfp fluorescence (red) snapshots of Fili-SOG cells with increased cell length. (D) Experimentally
determined Pinit (black line) drops with increasing cell length consistent with discrete stochastic simulations
(gray line). Error bars in (C) and (D) denote one SD. (See S3.4 SOM text for details on calculation of Pinit.)
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however, the additional negative feedback allows
exit from competence to occur at higher ComS
and Rok concentrations, reducing the sensitivity of
tcomp to stochastic fluctuations (fig. S10).
It is not known whether competence initiation
is controlled by noise, as in the model. To test the
impact of noise on competence initiation, we set
out to globally modulate the amount of noise in
the cell. We used a B. subtilis strain in which the
ftsW gene, which is necessary for septation, was
replaced by an inducible copy. In the absence of
inducer, septation was inhibited, resulting in elongated filamentous cells. Each filament was composed of multiple cell units, all sharing cytoplasm.
Within a filament, diffusion is expected to effectively average cell contents, reducing noise in
gene expression, without affecting mean concentrations of cellular components (Fig. 4A) (17). In
some bacterial mutants that have elongated
filamentous morphologies, cellular growth, nucleoid density, protein expression, and other physiological characteristics appear normal, even though
cellular volume is greatly increased (fig. S12)
(18–20). We integrated an inducible Phyp-yfp
construct and measured the effect of cell length
on cell-cell fluctuations in yellow fluorescent
protein (YFP) expression (Fig. 4B). We found
that noise does indeed decrease with increasing
length (Fig. 4B, inset). A simple model of transcription and translation (21–24) that incorporates the continuity of filamentous cell growth
produced qualitatively similar results (Fig. 4B,
inset, and SOM text). Thus, cell size can in this
case be used to modulate gene expression noise.
How does noise affect the probability of initiation of competence? To answer this question,
we induced filamentation in the conditional ftsW
strain at the beginning of, or before, movie acquisition and quantified Pinit as a function of cell
length. We determined length distributions of
cells at the moment they initiated competence, as
detected by PcomG expression (Fig. 4C). As a
comparison, we also measured length distributions for noncompetent cells at a similar distribution of times. We plotted the relative fraction of
cells that initiated competence at a given length,
compared with the total number of cells at that
length. The results showed that Pinit decreased as
cells elongated (Fig. 4D and SOM text). A similar decrease in Pinit was observed in corresponding simulations (Fig. 4D). To test if the reduction
in Pinit could be due to factors other than diminished noise, we examined two promoters, PcomS
and Pspo0A, both strongly regulated under these
conditions. Spo0A is a master regulator of sporulation, a competing starvation response, and
high concentrations of Spo0A inhibit competence (3). Conversely, PcomS expression is necessary for competence. Mean expression of both
PcomS and Pspo0A was unaffected by cell length (fig.
S17). This supports the idea that gene expression
levels are independent of cell length under these
conditions and that Pinit depends on noise.
Noise may play at least three different functional roles in competence. First, noise could be

responsible for the observed variability in duration. Second, noise may be necessary to maintain excitability over a wide parameter range,
by inducing escape from states of high ComK
concentration. Third, noise appears to have a
pivotal role in competence initiation (Fig. 4D)
and thus should be considered alongside genetic
parameters and circuit architecture to comprehensively understand differentiation at the singlecell level.
Quantitative analysis of a genetic system beyond its normal operating regime, including
gene expression strengths, circuit architecture, and
noise levels, strongly constrains dynamical models. The competence regulation system maintains excitable behavior over a broad range of
parameter values. Experimentally, aK and aS
enable Pinit and tcomp to be tuned independently, allowing the system, in theory, to adapt to
independent selective pressures during evolution.
The circuit can also access different dynamic
regimes, such as oscillation and bistability, indicating its potential to evolve alternative qualitative behaviors.
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Temporal Frequency of Subthreshold
Oscillations Scales with Entorhinal
Grid Cell Field Spacing
Lisa M. Giocomo,1* Eric A. Zilli,1 Erik Fransén,2 Michael E. Hasselmo1*
Grid cells in layer II of rat entorhinal cortex fire to spatial locations in a repeating hexagonal grid, with
smaller spacing between grid fields for neurons in more dorsal anatomical locations. Data from in
vitro whole-cell patch recordings showed differences in frequency of subthreshold membrane potential
oscillations in entorhinal neurons that correspond to different positions along the dorsal-to-ventral
axis, supporting a model of physiological mechanisms for grid cell responses.
he entorhinal cortex plays an important
role in encoding of spatial information
(1–3) and episodic memory (4). Many layer
II neurons of rat entorhinal cortex are grid cells,
firing when the rat is in an array of spatial locations
forming a hexagonal grid within the environment
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(5–7). The spacing of firing fields in the grid varies
with anatomical position of the cell along the dorsalventral axis of entorhinal cortex, as measured by
distance from the postrhinal border (5). Neurons
closer to the dorsal border of entorhinal cortex have
shorter distances between firing fields. Computa-
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